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Chapter 91: Scorpion-level
Assassin
“We meet again, Mr. Cheng.”
Cheng Shan Shui was anxiously waiting for the result of his
assignment
when he heard a voice. He raised his head and saw that it was the

man,
code-named Lawson, who had previously turned down his

assignment. He
was a Scorpion-level assassin.
“Oh. It’s you. How are you doing?”
“I have some free time for now. I can take your assignment,”
Lawson said
coolly.
Cheng Shan Shui’s eyes glimmered for a moment before they
became
gloomy again. “I’m sorry. My assignment has already been

accepted by
someone else.”
Cheng Shan Shui gave a bitter smile.
The Blood Pact Society’s rule dictated that once a contract had
been
established, no one could alter it.
Lawson was slightly disappointed upon hearing his words.
He had come all the way from Red Maple to visit a friend in Hesla,
and he
was taking the opportunity to travel around Hesla, so he had no

intention of
doing any assignment on this trip. When Cheng Shan Shui

approached him
with his assignment, he had given an outright rejection because

the reward



for the mission was too low.
But now, Lawson was feeling bored from the idling the past few

days.
Thus, he wanted to do some simple assignments, and he had

planned to take
up Cheng Shan Shui’s mission. He was surprised that someone

else had
already accepted the assignment in just one day.
Lawson was annoyed at the situation, but he knew that he could

not break
the society’s rule. He had no choice but to give up on this. He
then walked
toward the bar and ordered a drink.
After taking two sips from his drink, his phone suddenly rang. He
looked at
the incoming call—it was from an old client of his, Yue You Zu.
“Hey, Lawson.” A man’s voice was heard on the phone.
“Yes, it’s me. How can I help you, Mr. Yue?” Lawson said

nonchalantly.
“I have a job that I hope you can help with.”
“Tell me more about it.” Lawson’s eyes suddenly turned sharp.
“I want you to help me get rid of someone.”
“Who?”
“I have sent the details to you.”
The rule of confidentiality did not apply here since it was a
private job.
Lawson took out his tablet and looked over the information. He
then raised
his head suddenly and looked at Cheng Shan Shui – he was the
target!
“So, what do you think?” Yue You Zu asked. A group of people

could be
heard going down the stairs from the phone.



“I will take it,” Lawson replied confidently.
“Great. I will ask my guy to transfer the deposit to…”

Updated_at
Boom!
Suddenly, the sound of someone dropping onto the floor was

heard through
the phone. A gunshot was heard from a distance, and Lawson’s

body
stiffened. He recognized the sound—it was a gunshot from a

sniper rile.
Soon after, he heard people shouting and screaming in panic. He
did not
bother to speak as he knew Yue You Zu had just been killed by
someone.
“This sniper killed the target, who was surrounded by a dozen

bodyguards,
with just one shot. He’s a fine sniper.” Lawson’s face tensed up as

he
immediately deduced the whole sequence of events—Cheng Shan
Shui’s
assignment was to kill Yue You Zu. After all, they were enemies.
Cheng Shan Shui must be waiting for the sniper. Let me see who

the
assassin is. Lawson’s eyes flashed.
…
Using the information provided by Cheng Shan Shui, Han Xiao

stationed
himself on top of a high-rise building a few hundred meters away

from Yue
You Zu’s base in advance. He aimed his sniper from a high

vantage point
and wanted to snipe Yue You Zu through the window. However,
Yue You
Zu walked out of the main gate, which made Han Xiao’s job much



easier.
Even though he was surrounded tightly by a dozen bodyguards,
they were
no use in defending Han Xiao’s shot.
His newly-produced [Spindle-Shaped Penetration Bullet] was

strong
enough to penetrate any non-metal object easily. The bullet
pierced through
a bodyguard’s body and with no sign of slowing down, it went
right into
Yue You Zu’s heart.
One shot one kill.
Assassinating a regular person was too simple for Han Xiao. He
finished
the job without any hiccups.
Han Xiao’s Facial Simulator was an extremely useful tool for an
escape. He
changed his look and ran away easily before the commotion
attracted the
police.
…..
As soon as Han Xiao was back in Hotel Victoria, the troubled
Cheng Shan
Shui stood up with a look of anxiousness.
“The job is done.”
Cheng Shan Shui’s body loosened up instantly. He subconsciously
looked at
his watch, and he realized that Han Xiao had only spent forty-five
minutes
between leaving this place and coming back, which meant he had

taken less
than ten mins for the actual assassination after subtracting the
travelling
time.



That was too fast!
“It’s for you to pay me.”
“Yep. Okay. Okay.” Cheng Shan Shui was in reverence. He took
out a
suitcase containing $10,000 and handed it to Han Xiao.

[Assassination Assignment (Cheng Shan Shui)] completed. You
gain
25,000 EXP.
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Cheng Shan Shui left with light footsteps, as if he was rid of a

heavy load.
Han Xiao pressed the bell to call the servant in so that he could
take up the
Wanted job on The Rose Militant. Suddenly, he was aware of
something,
and he turned around.
“Someone is watching me?”
Updated_at
A man, sitting at the bar, looked at him as if he was sizing him up.
Han
Xiao did not recognize him, but the man clearly showed a hint of

provocation.
Han Xiao narrowed his eyes, not afraid at all, but he did not want

anyone to
give casual provoking looks at him. He gathered his power and

threw a
freezing stare toward the man to send a universal message.
What are you looking at!
Lawson’s whole body turned rigid as if he was being locked onto
by a
menacing sense of hostility. The feeling of danger was hitting his
mind in



waves. He hurriedly moved his eye sight away from Han Xiao,
and the ill
feeling finally disappeared.
In just a few short seconds, Lawson’s forehead had become

covered in cold
sweat.
What a terrifying feeling. I should never provoke this guy again!
Lawson quickly gave up on his previous scheming thoughts and
left hastily
after paying the bill, refusing to stay a moment longer.
….
“We meet again.”
Han Xiao smiled gently at the servant.
It was the first time the servant had encountered a newbie who
ranked up to
an official member of the Society so quickly. He was left in
wonder. “Now
you are officially a Scorpion-level assassin. Higher tiers of
benefits will be
available to you. Additionally, you will receive primary VIP

benefits in
Hotel Victoria in other cities.”
“What is my current ranking on the Dark Net assassin’s ranking
list?” Han

Xiao suddenly asked.
The servant was dumbfounded by question. “Only the

top-ranking assassins

will appear on the list. You are at least more than a thousand over

rankings
away.”
After speaking, he took out his tablet and opened the ranking list

for Han
Xiao to see.



Han Xiao quietly nodded after scanning through the list. Right
now, the top
ten assassins were on average at level forty. They were not of

top-notch
capability. Only the top three assassins were more terrifying as

their powers
were near the upper-limit of Version 1.0. This ranking list was

determined
by the number of completed assignments and other related
achievements.
‘Real’ players could only get on the ranking list by competing
missions. The
same rule applied for the ranking list of hired mercenaries.
Planet Aquamarine did not have many powerful Superhumans.
Before the
open beta, players could hardly meet any Superhumans above

level forty.
Furthermore, those powerful individuals who were level fifty to

sixty had
the highest combat powers on this planet. They were generally

leaders of
large organizations, secret weapons, recluses, or super criminals

and formed
their own social circles. Thus, they were hardly present before the
normal
people and players.
Players would only meet them through missions or by getting
more
powerful themselves.
After these thoughts flashed through Han Xiao’s mind, he opened
the
wanted list and pointed at one of the assignment. “I want to take
the



assignment to eliminate the Rose Militant.”
“Alright. Your request is now being process. Please give us a few
moments.”
The servant wrote down the request on some paper before placing
it in a
specially-made metal tube. He went forward to the reception

desk and stuck
the tube into a metal pipeline, which fitted the metal tube

perfectly.
Swoosh.
The tube was sucked into the pipeline.
The tube travelled rapidly through the pipeline, bypassing
numerous
openings and other similar tubes, before coming to its new exit.
It was a spacious room decorated like a customer service room.
Rows of
tables were lined up neatly with a few computers on top of them.
The
administrative staff were busying processing the documents on
their
computers, and every table was connected to the pipeline.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

An administrative worker dressed in an all-black suit took out the
paper
from the metal tube and started typing furiously on the keyboard
to upload
the information.
“Wanted Target: The Rose Militant (Mercenary)
“Requirement: Complete Annihilation

“Initiator: Rothschild Family

“Location: Somar Desert

“Initiated Date: Year 685, 17 November

“Wanted Amount: $ 3,000,000



“Difficulty Assessment: Hard
“Assignment Record:

685.11.27, Code name – Hall (Dark-level) [Killed in action]

685.12.11, Code name – Bloody Hand (Dark-level) [Killed in

action]

685.3.10, Code name – Magic Flower (Dark-level), Freeman

(Dark-level)
[Killed in action]”
…
“Assignment Info Update: The strength of the militia is

currently between
80 to 120 people, including four superhumans, leader Luo
(Esper),
instructor Dorothy (Pugilist), instructor Ghostly Fox

(Pugilist), and
unknown (suspected to be a Hero). They are active in the

Somar
Desert.
“Authorizing… Authorization approved.
“Assignment Info Updated.
“688.4.1, Code Name – Mr. Black (Scorpion-level)
[Awaiting results].”
….
At the same time, Han Xiao triggered the corresponding

quest.

You have triggered C-level quest [Bounty Hunter (The Rose
Militant)]!
Quest Information: The Somar Desert is filled with many factions,
including Wanderers and hired militants… but how did a



desolated land like
this attract so many powerful factions? Perhaps it has something

to do with
certain incidents in the past. You should explore this land.
Quest Requirement: Kill all members of The Rose Militant. Time

limit: 15
days
Quest Reward: 15,000 EXP

Visit for a better_user experience
Special Reward: 25,000 EXP, unknown reward

Chapter 92: Pilgrims

“I need to use your cargo plane,” Han Xiao said to Antonio. They
were in a
base camp of the Fabian company.
Antonio was slightly shocked.
“We only use the military cargo plane for large scale transactions.
Even if
you are a Black-Gold VIP, you are still required to pay the

stipulated
charges,” Antonio stuttered.
“Ok, got it.”
“Well, how many guys you want to transport. When will they

leave?”
“Just myself. I’m leaving immediately.”
Antonio’s chubby face was shaking like waves of water. He
paused for quite
a while and eventually said, “What a waste.”
The military cargo plane was able to reach the destination in
around a day’s
time. There was a simple garage available on the plane, and Han

Xiao was
able to create new machinery and gain experience during the trip
on the



plane.
“A trip by the plane cost $50,000. Are you serious?”
“When can I board the plane?” Han Xiao took out a large stash

of cash from
his briefcase that contained a hundred thousand dollars.
“One hour.”
The Fabian Organization rented a stretch of runway at the
Morning Wind
City’s airport. There were a couple of large olive-green cargo

planes parked.
Han Xiao brought along all his gear and materials and boarded
one of the
planes. Soon, he could sense the vibrations. The plane started to

accelerate
and took off into the clouds.
Once the plane regained its stability in the skies after the take-off,
Han Xiao
was able to start his creations.
…
The glaring sun was shining brightly on the endless desert. The
yellow sand
was heated to a temperature unbearable for the human body.
A group of twenty was trudging through the desert.
Visit , for the best no_vel_read_ing experience

They were clad in torn and tattered gray robes. Their robes had
not been
cleaned for god knew how long. Their robes were drenched in

sweat,
releasing a disgusting stench, and they stuck to their wet bodies.
They lips
were cracking, and their eyes draped down. Their fatigue was
evident from
the look on their faces. They were moving shakily, and it was as if



they
were going to collapse at any moment. The horses that they
brought along
also looked sick and skinny.
The Somar desert had once had an oasis. The country was rich,
and its
citizens lived happily. But after a war, the entire country had

perished. The
oasis had been destroyed by the battles and blended into the
surrounding
desert. The people walking in desert were the citizens of the

country that
had vanished.
A legend of the old nation said that ruins of over a million years
old were
hidden deep in the Somar desert. Beneath the ruins, there was a
hidden
treasure that held the power to control the entire desert!
In the wars that happened decades ago, the desert had undergone

a series of
abnormal changes. The sand behaved like water and transformed

into a
whirlpool. The whirlpool moved around the desert as if it was

being
controlled by someone. The whirlpool then vanished after seven

days. The
records of the eerie incident disappeared with the destruction of
the country.
Many citizens of the old nation believed that the treasure could
revive their
country, and they searched long and hard for it.
The Wanderers active along the border of the Somar desert were
also
known also as the pilgrims.



That group of twenty was the last batch of pilgrims.
“The ruins of Felonia, the power of the magic, they are sure to

exist,” the

eldest of the pilgrims mumbled to himself.
…
A fleet of vehicles returned to the desert to defend the boundaries.
“Dorothy! Nothing again this trip?” Luo Qing, the chief of the
Rose
Militants, questioned.
“This time, we searched in sectors E4, E5, and D4. There are still
no signs
of Felonia,” Dorothy replied with frustration. She was a strong
black lady.
Her face was disfigured by a long scar that looked like a centipede.
Her
strong muscular arms had tattoos that were hard to see due to her
dark
complexion.
Rose Militant was a mercenary organization made up entirely of
female
members. They were active in the Somar desert and had been

searching for
Felonia for years.
There were two trainers in the organization. The other trainer,
nicknamed
Ghostly Fox, was a petite white lady and a brilliant assassin.
“In this search, our members came into contact with the

Coutonians. Wen

Li and Cecil died in battle.”
All the returning members of the militia suffered from injuries.
Their
bulletproof vests had many holes, and the ceramic tiles housed in

the vests



were also shattered.
Luo Qing gave a cold glance and said, “Be more careful in the

next search.
The Coutonians are funded by the Rothschild family, who have

always
wanted to wipe us out.”
The source of this_chapter;
All the military groups active in the Somar desert had their
sponsors. They
all had the mission of finding Felonia. Therefore, battles between
the
different groups were very common. Most mercenary soldiers had

at least
ten lives on their hands. They were all ruthless individuals.
…
Han Xiao felt a shake in the plane. The huge force pressed his

body hard on
the seat. Gradually, that force pushing him disappeared.
“The plane has landed,” the pilot shouted through the speakers.
Han Xiao brought his briefcase down, and he could feel a wave of

heat once
he alighted from the plane.
The landing site was a warehouse surround by barbed wire. There
were
many militias patrolling the area. It was the branch of the Fabian

organization in the Somar desert. The Fabian organization was a

global
arms-dealing organization that had branches everywhere for

more
convenient business dealings.
“Welcome to Somar desert.” Antonio descended from the plane.
His white
shirt was stretched tightly by his fat body. The chunk of meat



could be seen
clearly as if he was topless.
“Why did you follow?”
“Haha, the chief in charge of the Somar branch was killed in a

recent battle.
Therefore, I am here to take care of some administrative matters.
Also, it
has been a long while since I travelled.”
Han Xiao nodded. He was not shy at all and asked, “I need a map

indicating
the different military groups that are active. Also, can you lend

me a desert
jeep?”
“I’ll get someone to make the arrangements.”
Somar desert spanned a large area. Even if he drove the jeep

continuously
without sleeping and followed the correct route, he would need at
least ten
day to travel across the desert. Since it was hard to navigate

through a
desert, a radar was definitely required to accurately tell the

direction.
Furthermore, there were many military groups active in the

region.
Han Xiao felt confused as he could not understand what the
different groups
of forces were fighting for in the barren terrain.
“To find Felonia.”
“What’s that?” Han Xiao was very curious. He did not have any

recollection
about that word. It was probably a hidden mission that had not

been
activated in his past life.



Antonio yawned. “I am equally clueless.”
The source of this_chapter;
Han Xiao realized that Antonio was trying to hide something from
him. He
raised his brows, collected his gear, and walked toward to jeep

without
saying another word. He was ready to check out the active areas

of Rose
Militant.
“Bon voyage.” Antonio waved lazily at Han Xiao to bid farewell.
Han Xiao drove the jeep into the desert through an opening in the
barbed
wires.
…
Through the information on the radar, Han Xiao managed to

reach a
location, quite a distance away from the area occupied by Rose

Militant,
where he could observe the activities of the member of the
organization
using a telescope.
The campsite of Rose Militant was heavily guarded. It had
concrete walls
and barbed wire on the walls. The metal gate was the sole

entrance and exit
to the base.
Within the base, there was a tall sentry post. The sentry guard on

the post
observed the surroundings while the sentry post was also
equipped with a
huge search light that would be switched on at night.
Han Xiao came to a conclusion—unless he could burrow into the
sand and
dig a tunnel into the base, it was almost impossible for him to



infiltrate the
base.
Furthermore, Rose Militant consisted only of women. They had

big breasts
and perky asses. Han Xiao had a perky ass, but he could not

squeeze out
any breasts. Even if he could disguise himself as a woman, it was
highly
likely that he would be discovered.
The infiltration was bound to fail.
Han Xiao glanced at the weapons on the sentry post. There were
several
grenade launchers and dozens of heavy machine guns in addition
to the
tough concrete walls encircling the base.
An assault of the base was also bound to fail.
It seems like the only way to achieve success for the mission is to
lure the
snake out. I need to employ traps in my upcoming battles. I need
to create
some new items, Han Xiao thought to himself as he left.
He started his journey back to the Somar headquarters of the
Fabian
company. He wanted to ask Antonio if he could use the garage.
There were still seven remaining potential points. He raised
[Basic
Electromagnetism] to level four and [Basic Spatial Sensing] to
level three,
using a total of four points.

Foll_ow current_novel on
Do you wish to proceed with talent fusion?
(Lv. 4 Basic Electromagnetism + Lv. 3 Basic Energy Theory + Lv.
3 Basic



Spatial Sensing)
This fusion will cost you 15,000 EXP!
Chapter 93: Ambush

Fusion
Success!
Congratulations, you have discovered [Electromagnetic Combat

Scanning
Visor]!
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Oh?
Han Xiao raised his eyebrows. The product from the fusion was

not what he
had anticipated. However, the visor was of great use to a sniper

since it
offered greater accuracy compared to using the thermo-scope.
The new
visor enabled vision through the internal compartment of
concrete walls. If
it was mounted onto the scope, it would allow for more accurate

shots
through the concrete walls at the stipulated target.
Let me try it again.

…
This fusion will cost you 30,000 EXP!

Advertisement

Fusion
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Success!
Congratulations, you have discovered [Electromagnetic Pulse



Interference
Machine]!
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That’s the one. Han Xiao nodded.
The EMP Interference Machine was a common blueprint. It was
very likely
to appear, and other than the EMP Interference Machine, there
were a
couple of other machinery blueprints that could meet his
expectations. In
fact, he had actually set aside sufficient EXP for a third fusion.
However, he
was no longer required to use the additional EXP and could save
it for
future tasks.
The powers of the EMP Interference Machine were known far and
wide.
There was no shortage of vehicles available in the desert.
However, since
Han Xiao was a sniper, maintaining the distance between the

target was of
the utmost importance, and he needed to have some distractions

for vehicles
if they approached.
He was still short of some highly destructive explosives, mines,
and traps.
He touched his chin, and his eyes suddenly lit up. He had a new

idea.
I guess I can try creating the items and skip the fusion process!
Previously, the players could hardly utilize self-creation skills.
However,
they were able to absorb the knowledge from the other blueprints
and fuse



their knowledge and the information from the other blueprints
together to
create new ones. They were able use their knowledge gained to

add on to
the details of their concepts. Through self-creation, they were

able to skip
the arduous research and development process of the new
machinery, and
they could even create powerful new machinery ahead of the
expected
progression.
Foll_ow current_novel on
The core concept behind the highly explosive rounds was
flammable gas.
By compressing flammable gas into a container, its power would
be
escalated to an extent that was no lesser than the Mines of
Shattering
Shards.
Since he needed to create an explosive mine, he needed
additional
gunpowder and ball bearings. He started to consider the use of

flammable
gas.
He decided to split the explosive round into different sections.
The
flammable gas became less reactive upon coming into contact
with the
atmospheric gases, and they were sealed up. There was a switch
in the
round that also acted as a timer. Once the time was up, the switch
would
click, and as the flammable gases came into contact with the

gunpowder, an
explosion would be triggered.



Since he was going to utilize his prototyping skills, Han Xiao felt

that it was
a good opportunity to increase the power of his product by
equipping it with
additional effects. Therefore, he decided to incorporate the

theory behind
the Hayme bullet into his new creation.
Han Xiao quickly finalized the blueprint in his mind and started
crafting the
new equipment with his hands. A prototype was required to be

tested in
order to determine whether the new creation was a success or not.
Most
players employed the creation process—they merely set the
blueprint and
selected the materials and tools required. They did not participate
in the
manufacturing process, and the success of the creation depended

a lot on
luck.
However, Han Xiao was involved in every phase of the

production process,
including the hands-on manufacturing. Hence, he was able to fine
tune the
steps in each stage of the production, and that greatly increased

the success
rate of his creation.
After a while, a circular mine with a thirty-millimeter diameter

emerged
from Han Xiao’s production. He operated the interface and did an
automatic
scan to determine if his creation was successful.



Scanning to determine success of product…
Failure!
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It failed? Han Xiao raised his brows and frowned.
The reason behind the failure had to be due to the fact that the
Heroal
components were unable to attain the projected effects, or there
were some
obvious loopholes.
He found a spot to test out the power of his new creation, and he

discovered
that the ignition process involving the highly flammable gas,
gunpowder,
and the poisonous gas was awry. Although an explosion still took

place, the
damage caused was far below what was projected, and
modifications were
required.
The gases were very hard to control. A slight mistake meant that

the entire
process had to be repeated and modifications of the Heroal parts
had to
be made. The weapons-testing area of the Fabian Organization’s

camp was
completed charred, and venomous gases were everywhere. Han
Xiao had to
vacate the ground, else he would suffer continuous deductions of

his HP.
Finally, after thirteen failures, an angelic line emerged on the

interface.

Success!
You have successfully created a new prototype blueprint!
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A new explosive’s blueprint emerged in his mind, and the

interface recorded
all the theories behind the machinery. After witnessing the effects
of this
new weapon, Han Xiao whispered, “It’s too conventional to call

the
explosive the Highly-Flammable, Poisonous, Delayed-Explosion
Mine. I
shall call the mine ‘Flaming Poison’.”

The naming is successful.
You have gained the blueprint of the new creation [Flaming
Poison Mine]!
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
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After the newly-created blueprint was recognized by the interface,
the usage
of the explosive became a skill, and EXP could be utilized to

increase the
level of the explosive. Furthermore, the various requirements to

create the
explosive were also recorded on the interface, and by referring to

the
interface during the creation process, the manufacturing of the

explosive
could take place at a faster rate.
Han Xiao’s eyes lit up brightly. Indeed, just as I expected, the
self-creation
blueprints can meet my needs for adaptable weapons during
battle
situations, and there is a huge potential in this area that has yet to
be
unraveled.



The next step will be to create a sufficient inventory of explosives.
…
Night soon fell.
Han Xiao drove his jeep into an empty and spacious sector. He
then
arranged rows of fireworks on the ground and put them on
delayed ignition.
After that, he prepared the Flaming Venoms and EMP

Interference Machine
along the path that Rose Militant had to take in order to reach the
specified
sector.
How did Han Xiao predict the route that Rose Militant would take?
It was based on the shortest distance between the two points.
Obviously, one could not eliminate the possibility that the enemy

would
take a longer path instead of the predicted one. However, it was
not much of
a worry as there was always another opportunity to ambush the
enemy.
The EMP Interference Machine was a circular piece of equipment
with a
base. Han Xiao had created a portable version with a height of

merely one
meter and a radiation radius of 300 meters that released high

frequency
wave signals. The machine could interfere with the abilities of

other
precision electronics such as communication devices,
remotely-controlled
electronics, and search radars. It was especially effective against

vehicles
and could paralyze their communications, signal receptors,
controllers, and



even their movements.
Although Han Xiao did not expect the vehicles operated by the
Rose
Militants to be equipped with anti-interference machines, he
adjusted the
interference machinery to a frequency that had the highest
likelihood for
success. As long as there was a slight opening in the vehicle that

was not
equipped with anti-interference metal, the vehicle would
succumb to the
effects of the interference.
The drawback of such a method was that it was very draining on
the battery
of the machine. However, it was not much of an issue as the

machine was
not required to release constant interference. As long as there was
one
successful penetration, the vehicle would be paralyzed.
After setting up the trap, Han Xiao parked his jeep at a sand dune

that was
around four hundred meters away from the ambush. He then
silently lay
prone on ground and looked through his scope like a patient
hunter waiting
for his kill.
At night, the temperature of the desert plunged, and the cold

gusts of wind
blew the sand into the air. Han Xiao was wearing a windbreaker

and had
thick leather gloves on his hands to prevent the freezing cold
from
immobilizing his hands and thus his accuracy.
Boom!
The fireworks shot up into the sky in the marked-out sector. The



fireworks
were especially glaring in the dark of the night. They could be

seen clearly
from even tens of kilometers away.
…
“There’s a problem!”
In the base of the Rose Militants, the sentry guards saw the

booming
fireworks in the sky and immediately reported the situation to
Luo Qing.
“Dorothy, take your troops and check out the situations. Be
careful of the
other militias around and request for reinforcements immediately
if you
guys engage enemies,” Luo Qing quickly ordered.
Dorothy nodded. She selected twenty troops. They suited up,
equipping
themselves with a plethora of magazine cartridges and grenades.
They then
rode out in four desert jeeps.
In the Coutonian base-camp, Couton, who was the chief, also saw
the
fireworks and ordered his men, “Bring your troops and check out

the
situation. A fight is likely to take place.”
A couple of the armed jeeps drove out of the Couton base-camp

into the
wild.
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The same scene also played out in a couple of other
militant-camps.
…
The jeeps of Rose Militant were speeding through the desert. The
rotating



tires threw the sand into the air, and a long ‘dragon’ of dust

trailed behind
the vehicles.
“Dorothy, is this the appearance of Felonia?” a female trooper

asked
Dorothy.
Dorothy had a ferocious look. When she squeezed her lips, she
looked like
a black tigress that devoured anything in her way. She replied
coldly, “If
Felonia could be discovered so easily, I wouldn’t have wasted two
years
here. This is probably some smokescreen created by others.
Everyone, stay
on high alert. This is probably another trap the Coutonians

planted!”
Hum––
Once Dorothy’s sentence ended, an eerie sound of electricity

could be heard
in the air. Dorothy and five other troops could sense that there

was a special
wave that originated from somewhere not far away.
Simultaneously, all the meters on the cars cracked, and the four

Jeeps
instantly lost control and collided into one another like drunkards.
No
matter how much the drivers stepped on the pedals, the jeeps
were still out
of their control.
“Enemy ambush!” Dorothy was shocked and started to scan the

surroundings alertly.
What was the cause of the paralysis of the vehicles? Could it have

been an



EMP‽
The troops searched around, and they could only see the

yellowish sand in
the darkness. There was nothing strange.
The desert was spacious, and stars of the galaxy could also be

seen in the
night sky. The cold wind of the night howled.
The troops could feel the goosebumps on their arms. It was as if
they were
being choked by a gigantic hand and could hardly breathe.
Boom!
A Rose Militant was flung into the air by a large shockwave and
landed
hard onto the sand. She no longer had any breath, and there was

a bloody
hole in her body that looked ghastly.
“There’s a sniper. Hide behind the vehicle!” Dorothy was

shocked and
angry. She immediately gathered her teammates to move behind

the vehicle
and requested for reinforcements by shooting the flare into the air.
Rose Militant felt a small sense of security as their base was
relatively close
to their current position. Within fifteen minutes, their
reinforcements would
arrive!
Han Xiao, who was lying prone on the sand, saw the flare and

muttered to
himself, “This arrow into the clouds will bring tens of thousands

of enemy
troops.”
He then changed to the highly flammable magazine and fired a
shot at the
trap lined with the Flaming Poison Mines. Fire started burning at



the point
the bullet landed and ignited the Faming Poison Mines.
Boom!
After a thunderous sound, a sea of flames emerged, and it

resulted in a
chain reaction that lit up the other mines, causing continuous

explosions!
The merciless flames swallowed four jeeps, and the poisonous gas
was
released everywhere. The damage to the enemies caused by the

poison and
burns appeared on the interface.
The Hayme Bullet was a poisonous bullet also known as ‘The
Bullet of
Justice’. The effect of the damage was much greater when the

theory behind
the Hayme Bullet was applied to the Flaming Poison Mines.
Coughs were heard everywhere. Dorothy felt nauseous, and her

teammates
looked as if they were suffering worse. Their heads were spinning,
and they
were vomiting uncontrollably.
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If all of them continued to remain at their current position, they
were bound
to die from either the flames or the poisonous gas.
What a sly bastard! Dorothy tired hard to overcome the

nauseating
sensation in her chest and yelled, “Charge toward the sniper and

kill him.
That’s the only way we can survive!”
Chapter 94: Asking for help

The Rose Militants staggered toward the direction that the bullets
originated



from. The venomous gas had infiltrated their bodies, and they

were clearly
poisoned. Only Dorothy, who had the physical attributes of a

pugilist, was
able to withstand the poison. She led the troops in the charge.
Han Xiao calmly switched to the cartridge with the
spindle-shaped
penetration bullets. He fired the sniper, and the gunshots sounded
as if they
followed a steady tempo. Shot by shot, he wiped out the militants

one by
one. The bulletproof vests were unable to withstand the power of

the
penetration bullets. Coupled with Han Xiao’s personal attribute, a
shot fired
by Han Xiao could deal a theoretical damage of around 130
damage points.
Moreover, the normal troops ranged from level five to level eight.
They
possessed around 150 points of HP. Therefore, a single shot was
enough to
kill them with the damage dealt by the poison and flames. A
second shot
was not even needed to kill the troops. The efficiency of wiping

out the
enemy was especially high.
Han Xiao deliberately made Dorothy the sole survivor of his
attacks.
Firstly, he killed all of Dorothy’s assistants, and he was only left

with the
strongest of them all, Dorothy, to fight.
After Han Xiao killed the last of the ordinary militants, Dorothy
finally got



close to him. She raised her modified machine gun and started

firing
hysterically at him.
Han Xiao ducked, and the bullets struck the sand dunes, spraying
sand into
the air.
Dorothy was running and firing her weapon ferociously at the
same time.
She finally came before Han Xiao after she exhausted the bullets
of her
magazine. She appeared to be brutal killer.
The sniper was bound to be dead if a pugilist managed to get
close to the
sniper.
Dorothy could not wait to smash Han Xiao’s skull into pieces, just
as she
had done to a couple of her other enemies.
“Hunting-tiger Axe!”
Dorothy wielded her axe and slashed it at Han Xiao’s head. The
sound of
the axe slicing the wind could be heard. She was confident that
her strike
was powerful enough to wreck Han Xiao’s brain into pieces.
Han Xiao dodged the strike and slide backward three steps like a
mudskipper. Dorothy missed her strike.
“Strafe!”
Like a phantom, Han Xiao drew the Berserk Eagles from his waist.
The
continuous firing by Han Xiao instantly led to countless
penetration bullets
piercing Dorothy’s body.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
Dorothy shrieked in pain. However, her eyes revealed a tinge of

arrogance.



She took out a shotgun from her back and fired at Han Xiao.
“Shotgun bullets are the deadliest close range. It is a sure
kill—you’re a
dead man!”
Dorothy expected Han Xiao to be dead, but the next moment

astonished
her.
The scale-like armor covered Han Xiao upper body, and the

bullets from the
shotgun struck the hard surface of the armor, resulting in sparks.
With his
current skills, Han Xiao was able to create a

magnetically-controlled
retractable armor that covered his entire upper body.
“I have armor, you fool!”
Han Xiao then fired all the bullets in his magazine at Dorothy’s
body. A
pugilist that reached Pan Kuang’s level was able to withstand the
penetration by the bullets only if he focused hard.
Compared to Pan Kuang, Dorothy was much weaker, and it was

impossible
for her to withstand the penetration by the high-caliber bullets.
Blood
spurted out from her mouth, and her bloodshot eyes stared hard

at Han
Xiao. She was mumbling, as if she wanted to say something.
Boom! Han Xiao blasted Dorothy’s head with his pistol.
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In the earlier stages, snipers possessed strong long-range combat

power, and
they were able to conveniently strike their targets from afar.
However,
snipers were trained solely by the Union. This was because of the
fact that it
was too expensive to train snipers. Even the lousiest sniper would

require at
least $10,000 of investment. Sniper bullets were expensive;
every shot fried
was liked to money being used up.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
Furthermore, ordinary snipers did not possess the

magnetically-controlled
retractable armor; therefore, they were easily killed when their

enemies
moved up close to them.
Han Xiao search Dorothy’s body and discovered that her gun was
modified.
From the modifications, it seemed like Rose Militant had a skillful

Hero.
After wiping out this group of enemies, Han Xiao had gained

10,000 EXP.
The endless flames from the Flaming Poison Mines would soon
attract
more enemies.
Han Xiao retrieved the EMP Interference Machine and returned to
his jeep,
quickly leaving the site.
A while after Han Xiao left, a group of Couton troops arrive at the
scene.



They were shocked by the sight before their eyes.
“They are from Rose Militant.”
“Who ambushed them?”
The Couton troops were just about to check out the scene when
the
reinforcements led by Luo Qing also arrived. They saw their

comrades
lying dead on the ground and the Couton troops standing over
their bodies.
“Fire!”
The two groups had been in conflict for quite a while. Upon
seeing their
enemies, Rose Militant was instantly angered, and they started

firing. Any
form of explanation to prevent the fight was futile.
Luo Qing ordered the attack without hesitation. The Couton
troops
retaliated upon realizing the situation they were about to face.
Instantly, a
fierce battle took place, and the gunshots and explosions lit up

the night sky.
Other militias also arrived at the scene. Upon seeing the ongoing

battle
between the Couton troops and the Rose Militants, they wanted a

piece of
the cake and joined in the fight. It turned into a complete chaos.
Even more militias that had bases further away from the site
arrived, and
they joined in the fun and started stirring more chaos before even
finding
out the reason behind the fight.
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The fight went for almost half of the night. All the respective



militias
suffered damage. They retreated to their bases and started to

count their
losses. The last few militias that arrived at the scene did not even

know why
they had been fighting.
The Rose Militants brought back twenty bodies of their dead
comrades.
These bodies had grievous wounds created by the bullets of a
sniper.
“Looks like Dorothy and the others were not ambushed by the
Coutonians.
They were killed by a sniper,” Ghostly Fox said.
Luo Qing’s face sank as she started thinking hard about the
culprit behind
the attack. Their enemies were all from the Somar Desert, and
even if there
was conflict, it was more likely to be a direct battle rather than an

ambush.
She immediately thought of the incident that had happened two
years back.
When the Rothschild family first put a bounty on their heads,
many lone
assassins had taken up the challenge and tried to kill them.
“Another bounty-hunter?” Luo Qing frowned. Rose Militant had

not been
approached by assassins for almost a year.
Perhaps after a year, some rash youngster had forgotten about the

painful
lesson the Rose Militants had taught the assassins.
Dorothy had suffered a painful death. She was murdered at a

close range.
This indicated that the sniper possessed some close-combat



abilities.
A petite woman approached. She was wearing an oil-stained coat

and said,
“I found the killer’s vehicle tacks. He headed toward the

southeast. There
are three distinct camps based there, and the nearest one belongs

to the
Fabian Organization.”
“Good job, Su Li.”
Su Li was the Hero of the Rose Militants, and she was in charge of
maintaining and modifying the guns, vehicles, and defensive gear.
“I found some shards of the exploded mines at the site, and I

presume the
incident was a well-planned ambush. The outer shells of the mine

belonged
to the Fabian Organization. It is highly likely that the killer is

residing in the
camp of the Fabian Organization. I tried to piece back the mine

that was
used, and it seems like a new type of explosive. The explosion
involved the
use of several gases.”
Luo Qing squinted. They had met a tough foe this time, but she
was
determined to take revenge. She made an encrypted phone call to

their
secret sponsor.
“Mr. Sebastian, a team of twenty of our troops were hunted down

by an
unknown assassin.”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
An old raspy voice emerged from the other side of the line. “I will
send



someone to handle it.”
Every time an assassin emerged, the sponsor behind the Rose

Militants
would send out other ‘Professional Assassins’ to punish the
culprit. That was
the reason Rose Militant had managed to wipe out so many
assassins in the
Somar Desert.
Chapter 95: Reverse Psychology
A helicopter landed on the helipad within the compound of the
base camp
of Rose Militant. Three cold-looking men alighted from the

helicopter.
They seemed to possess an air of mystery that prevented others
from
wanting to go near them. Furthermore, they looked almost the

same, like
they were made from the same mold.
Code 3, Code 5, and Code 9 were all the assassins trained in the

same
training camp.
“How’s the situation?” Code 3, who was the captain of the team,
asked
directly.
Luo Qing gave him a brief of the events that had occurred.
Code 3 squinted and said, “The enemy is a sniper, and his

ambush on your
men was to scout on your abilities. He wanted to lure all of you

out. The
enemy possesses detailed information about you guys, and based

on the
latest information provided, the enemy is probably residing in the

camp of



the Fabian Organization. However, the Fabian Organization is

not a party
you want to mess with. We are unable to conduct assassinations

in their
territory.”
“What are you guys planning to do then?” Luo Qing asked.
“You guys are the target of the killer. Therefore, we are going to
use you as
bait to lure him out. After that, the three of us will ambush him

and secure
the kill.”
“Ghostly Fox, you will be responsible for taking our teams out

over the
upcoming few days,” Luo Qing ordered.
Ghostly Fox nodded.
…
In the Fabian Organization’s campsite, Han Xiao was scratching

the
unshaven stubble on his chin in his room. He was still puzzled.
It seems like Rose Militant can no longer fight as well as they did
in the
past…
The combat skills of Dorothy made him feel strange. If that was
what Rose
Militant was capable of, there was no reason the bounty had yet

to be
collected.
Once again, the suspicion in Han Xiao was activated, and he felt

like he
was missing some critical information. He then went to find

Antonio to
clear his queries.
Han Xiao knocked on the door of Antonio’s office and looked into
the room



from the tiny available gap. Antonio was looking through files on

his study
table.
“What are you here for?” Antonio laughed.
Han Xiao sat in front of Antonio and faced him directly. Han Xiao

then
asked, “I want to know more about the different militias active in

the Somar
Desert.”
“I passed you the report previously. You can find all strengths

and territories
of these militias on it.”
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“I want something not on the report.” Han Xiao raised his brows

and said,
“You know what I mean.”
Antonio lit a cigar and laughed. “I guess you realized it. All these
militias
are merely tools used by the rich families who act as their funders.
They
sponsor these militants to help them search for Felonia. If these
backers are
not wiped out, there will only be endless streams of militants

pouring into
the desert.”
“The troops of Couton are sponsored by the Rothschild family,
who put up
your bounty. Haha, don’t be too surprised, the bounties for the
Rose
Militants are all public.”
Han Xiao was not surprised. If that was the case, in order for him

to
complete his mission, he had to wipe out all of Rose Militant,



especially
their chief, Luo Qing.
Antonio took a puff and said calmly, “Rose Militant is funded by

the
Ordifina Organization. The organization controls various political

lobbying
groups. It also manages secret facilities to train mercenaries and

assassins.
It is headquartered in the Western Continent, which is relatively

less
powerful in the Southern Continent. However, it is definitely not

a small
organization to be trifled with.”
Han Xiao had a sudden realization. No wonder all the Dark Net

assassins
sent to kill the militants did not return. Rose Militant had a

powerful
supporter that provided them with reinforcements.
“What’s so special about Felonia? How can it draw the attention

of so many
different forces?” Han Xiao felt that the mystery of Felonia had

something
to do with the rewards of his assassination mission.
Since a large number of reinforcements was expected to arrive,
Han Xiao
had to plan out his next steps carefully.
At first, Han Xiao had two ideas in mind. The first was to wait for
the target
to arrive at his doorstep, and the second was to lure the enemies

out of their
camp. Both methods required Rose Militant to leave their base.
The
reinforcements sent by the enemies were bound work out the
tactics he was



going to employ. Therefore, it was highly likely that they had

ordered the
Rose Militants to move out of their base to lure Han Xiao out and
eventually ambush him.
What shall I do? Perhaps take an unexpected path?
Han Xiao massaged his temples as he contemplated his options.
What if he
set up a trap somewhere then acted as if he did not know about
the enemy
ambush? Once contacted, Han Xiao would lure the enemies into

his trap
and turn the situation around to his advantage.
I will need more weapons.
…
Ghostly Fox took her team out for their third patrol. They were

wandering
aimlessly in the desert. She felt a tinge of frustration and asked

through the
communication line, “Why is the assassin not appearing? Is he

afraid or
what?”
From the other side of the line, Code 3 replied, “Assassins are
meticulous
individuals. The successful ambush means that he will wait to

observe your
movements before making the next move.”
…
It was night again. Recently, Han Xiao had often been busy at

night.
He hauled the new equipment that he had created into the jeep
before he
drove out of the camp to the site where he would set up his tap.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
The jeep moved out of the gates of the camp. The light emitted by



the jeep
dimmed as the vehicle moved deeper into the desert.
…
At the same time, there was a telescope that could be seen far

away from
the scene.
On the sand dune a kilometer away, Code 9, who was clad in

yellow cloth,
was observing the movement of the jeep with his telescope. He
broke into a
cold grin.
“The target has left the camp. He is heading north. I suppose he
wants to set
up his trap. He has probably discovered our existence and wants

to employ
reverse psychology to lure us into his trap instead.”
Since they knew that Han Xiao was hiding in Fabian
Organization’s camp,
they were naturally spying on him.
“The enemy is pretty amateur.” Code 3 looked confident. He
expected the
upcoming mission to be an easy one since everything was under
their
control.
…
At dawn, Han Xiao back to the base and went to look for Antonio.
“You want me to help you drive?” Antonio looked shocked.
“Yes, I need you to drive since my hands will be tied up with

firing the
shots.”
“Wait… This is your mission; how does it concern me?Why must

I help
you?” Antonio was puzzled.



“It is rare for you venture out, so how can you just stay here and

do
nothing? Come out with me and experience the beauty of

nature.”
Antonio pointed to the barren desert and asked, “What nature is

there to see
here?”
“This is all just on the surface. Maybe we will see a magnificent

mirage?
Maybe there will be hidden mountains and rivers? The desert is

very big; I
am sure these sights can be discovered if you explore the area
with a devout
heart.”
“I don’t think we are close enough to travel together,” Antonio

replied in an
awkward manner.
“Then give me a chance to be friends with you.” Han Xiao

laughed out
loud.
“… Did anyone ever tell you that you are very thick-skinned?”
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Han Xiao touched his face mask. He was obviously thick-skinned.
His
mask alone was two layers thick.
Although Antonio looked obese, Han Xiao could sense the

immense
combat power that he possessed. Han Xiao had selected Antonio

to be his
driver as he knew that Antonio would be unlikely to commit any
screw-ups
or die so easily.
If it was an ordinary driver, the driver would die almost instantly



upon
contact with the enemy, and he would be left to fend for himself.
Antonio thought for a moment and said, “If you want me to

participate in
the mission, I want a share of your earnings.”
“How about five percent?”
“No way! That’s too little.” Antonio shook his head.
“Don’t argue with me. You are just going with me to drive the

vehicle. Five
percent is already a generous offer.”
“If we meet any enemies, the driver will surely be the first target.
At least
twenty percent.”
Han Xiao widened his eyes in disbelief. “Why don’t you just go

and rob
someone?”
“That’s precisely what I’m doing now.” There was a hint of

cheekiness in
Antonio’s tiny eyes.
After arguing for quite some time, Han Xiao finally decided to

appease
Antonio with $20,000. Paying Antonio with hard cash was more

reliable
that just making a verbal contract. The collaboration between the

two
became an employment contract. $ 20,000 for a one-time driver

was no
doubt an extravagant spend.
Antonio squeezed his fat body into the driver’s seat while Han
Xiao sat at
the back of the jeep. He then handed the radar coordinates to

Antonio and
briefed him on the plan.



Antonio chuckled after he heard the plan.
“Interesting.”
…
It was late in the morning. The sun was scorching, and mirages

started
forming under the intense heat of the desert.
The team that Ghostly Fox was leading only operated two jeeps.
They were
wandering around the desert and searching the surroundings.
“A jeep is approaching!” a trooper exclaimed.
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An armored jeep appeared at the sand dune not far from their
position. The
jeep was travelling in parallel to their jeeps. It was the jeep with

Han Xiao
and Antonio.
“Enemy is approaching!” Ghostly Fox was delighted.
An eerie voice sounded from the communication device. The
voice was
cold and had the vibes of a killer. “The prey is finally in the

trap!”
Chapter 96: Surprised and

Shocked
Han Xiao stuck his rifle barrel out of the car window. A
high-explosive
bullet spun out of the chamber and reached accurately on one of
Rose
Militant’s jeeps. The bullet exploded, engulfing the car in massive

flames.
However, all these desert jeeps had a specially-made protective

exterior that
offered protection against the high heat. The destruction caused

by the highexplosive bullet was limited. Han Xiao assessed the



situation before he
decisively changed to the penetration bullets and fired them at
the bulletproof windows of those vehicles, causing numerous

cracks.
“Surround it!” Ghostly Fox’s team turned around immediately,
and two
other vehicles followed to encircle the place.
“Where is the ambush?”
Since Han Xiao was undeterred by the dangers ahead, he was
naturally
vigilant about his situation. All of a sudden, he covered his face

with his
magnetic armor, and it deflected a sniper round that was aimed at

his
forehead. He raised his eyes and saw a new enemy jeep charging

toward
him from the side. On the back of the vehicle, a foreign enemy

was
operating a sniper rifle. A person who could fire such an accurate

round on
a fast-moving vehicle had the thirty percent chance of being a

Hero or
a sixty percent chance of being a sniper-type assassin. The last ten
percent
accounted for the possibility of it being sheer luck.
The shot had come from Code 3. He was slightly surprised by the

fact that
he did not succeed. “The target has a special protective
method—could be
an Esper power or machinery,” he uttered in a low voice.
Han Xiao believed that there were more to this ambush. He
slapped on the
back of the front chair and said, “Go faster, don’t slow down.
Drive to our



destination.”
Antonio skillfully changed gear and stomped on the accelerator.
The car
drifted before it changed direction and sped to escape.
All of a sudden, another jeep, as if it had been waiting in place for
days,
appeared right in the direction of their new escape route. This
time, it was
driven by Code 5. He fired his bazooka at them.
The anti-tank war head, driven by the flaming rocket propeller,
approached
them rapidly.
Antonio’s face slightly paled, and he immediately turned the

steering wheel
forcefully to make a sharp turn. The rocket brushed past the rear

end of the
car and landed on the sandy ground.
A loud blast was heard, and sand was flying all over the air.
The shockwave smashed onto the back of the vehicle, tilting it

thirty
degrees upward before it fell hard onto the ground. Han Xiao,
who was
sitting on the backseats, was bumped up and down heavily. His
butt was in
great pain as a result.
“Eh. They dodged it.” Code 3 squinted and said, “Code 9 is

waiting for
them in front on Thorns.”
Thorns was an armored battle vehicle modified by Su Li. It had
extremely
strong firepower, massive horsepower, and an ultra-thick
armored exterior.
It was the perfect fusion of a tank’s attack and defense capability



and a
jeep’s mobility.
Last night, Code 9 had discovered Han Xiao’s tracks, and they

had set up
the ambush with the three assassins. Code 9 was their final

insurance. He
drove Thorns in the direction that Han Xiao placed his trap. They
had even
discovered the rough coordinates of the trap, so it was impossible

for them
to fall into it. They then purposefully waited in the direction of

Han Xiao’s
escape to dash the little hope he had when he so desperately tried
to escape!
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“He is already dead,” Code 3 whispered.
The battle caused many explosions on the road; countless bullets
and
rockets were chasing Han Xiao’s vehicle wantonly. Han Xiao fired
back as
many times as he could, barely slowing the four jeeps’ pursuit.
The RedFalcon sniper rifle complemented the powerful spindle
bullet, causing a

substantial threat to the Rose Militant. But as his vehicle was now
scrambling to escape from the scene, coupled with Code 3 and

Code 5’s
suppression, his shooting accuracy was undermined to a great

extent.
Ohmmm…
A distinct engine sound thundered on the battlefield, like a tiger
roaring in
rage.
Han Xiao felt his heart tighten, and he quickly looked forward.



A modified battle jeep was blocking their way. Its armored

exterior, thick
and bulky, was covered with sharp spikes like a hedgehog.
Different kinds of large-caliber barrels were sticking out from the

sides of
the vehicle. Based on the sizes of the barrels, they were grenade

launchers
and small missile launchers. On the roof, there was a
four-barreled rotating

Gatling machine gun—oh wait, it must be a Gatling-type canon
with that
kind of caliber—powerful enough to be used on air fleets.
Thorns!
The battle jeep was right in front of their final path, circling them
with the
other four cars. They had no way to escape!
“We definitely cannot withstand the firepower from that damn
thing.”
Antonio had a grievous look.
They were blocked by the enemies from all sides and surrounded.
They
were on the brink of death.
“Drive south. You don’t have to worry about the firepower from

that
vehicle. I will handle it,” Han Xiao said solemnly.
There was only Code 3, armed with a sniper rifle, on the southern
path. He
was the lowest threat.
Antonio had no choice but to have faith in Han Xiao, and he

quickly turned
the steering wheel to run Code 3 down.
“Too late.”



Code 9’s expression was icy cold, and he was about to fire the

canon on
Thorns to blow Han Xiao’s jeep up in the air. Suddenly, Han Xiao

turned
around and fire a shot in his direction. The round hit the glass

window and
instantly flashed a blazing light.
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Code 9’s eyes were blinded by the light and started tearing. He
shut his eyes
in the moment of pain.
Flash Bullet!
Hoommmmmm…
A massive volume of flames and smoke was coming out of the
Gatling
canon on Thorns, but it was fired in the wrong direction. The
explosive
rounds landed more than ten meters away from Han Xiao’s jeep.
“Crap. How did Code 9 flounder that shot‽” Code 3 was

dumbfounded, and
he quickly ordered the driver to block Han Xiao’s vehicle.
Antonio was fearless. He stomped on the accelerator, and the

vehicle
collided with the side of Code 3’s jeep front unyieldingly.
Both vehicles vibrated violently. However, Antonio chose an

excellent
angle of collision—he was able to force a path out, creating an

opening for
them to escape the encirclement.
“Pursue them!”
As they had fallen short of success at the last moment, Code 3 was

infuriated. However, as he reassessed the situation, his mood

eased up



again.
They still had the upper hand in the current situation, so he had

nothing to
worry about. Although Han Xiao was running away frantically

from the
ambush that they had laid, they would soon catch up with him

and blow his
vehicle up with Thorns’ firepower and horsepower!
Han Xiao looked behind the vehicle through the glass
window—the Rose
Militant motorcade was chasing them relentlessly. They were

merely two
hundred meters apart, and both parties were driving more than a

hundred
miles an hour. Additionally, Thorns was firing nonstop, erupting
waves and
waves of sand behind his car. The aftereffect of the Flash Bullet

was still
being felt by Code 9. His eyes were red and sore, and his vision

was
blurred. As a result, his shots had zero accuracy.
Han Xiao was not at all flustered. He peeked at his coordinates on
the radar
and said with great composure, “Antonio, start the nitro boost in

48
seconds.”
“47… 30… 16… 3, 2, 1!”
When the moment arrived, Antonio opened a small cover beside

the
gearshift, which exposed the button for the nitro boost. He then
pressed
hard on the button.
Blue flames were gushing out of the exhaust pipe at the back of
the jeep,



and its speed soared, pulling their distance apart rapidly. The
resultant force
pushed the two in the vehicle into the back of their seat,
restricting their
movement.
“A futile struggle.” Code 3 thought nothing of it. He believed
that the nitro
boost would run out sooner or later. It was just a last-ditch effort

to extend
their lives. They would eventually be caught up by Thorns and be

blown up.
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The nitro boost was exhausted when the distance between the
two parties
extended to four hundred meters.
“They are slowing down.”
Code 5 loaded a new rocket, and he stood up through the roof

window and
aimed at Han Xiao’s jeep from a distance.
All of a sudden, his car braked at once. The sudden momentum

threw Code
5 into the backseat.
“What the hell‽”
Code 5 was shouting when he saw the driver changing gears

frantically.
However, the vehicle was not responding at all. His heart sank,
and he
turned around and looked out the window. All their jeeps had
stopped
moving, including Thorns. They had all lost their driving power.
“All the cars are paralyzed!”
“What is happening?”
Everyone from Rose Militant was frightened. They were like



lambs waiting
to be slaughtered now that they had lost control of their vehicles.
Han
Xiao’s jeep parked a distance away.
Ghostly Fox wanted to contact the base for backup only to realize
that their
communication devices were malfunctioning.
“This is the effect of EMP!” she screamed.
Ghostly Fox felt a chill down her spine as she recalled how
Dorothy had
died.
“Run!”
The next moment, a high-explosive sniper round flew over from a

distance,
targeting an area beneath Code 3’s feet. Then, the landmines

buried
underneath the ground exploded. This time, the explosives
included not just
the toxic explosive mines but also the good-quality ordinary

landmines
from Fabian Company’s warehouse.
The blaring sound of the blast was heard nonstop. Glaring flames

shot up
into the air, creating a dazzling mixture of orange, red, and white
in Han
Xiao’s eyes. Flames and explosions engulfed the whole

hundred-meter

radius of Rose Militant. There was not a single figure in sight.
Han Xiao lifted his sniper rifle on his shoulder and gave an evil
chuckle.
“Are you surprised? Are you shocked?”
For more_novel, visit
Chapter 97: Swoop In



Antonio alighted from his vehicle and stood beside Han Xiao as
he watched
the explosion. He lit a cigar and took a puff before he chuckled

heartily. “It
has been a while since I last saw such beautiful scenery. I almost

forgot
what an explosion looks like after sitting in the office for so
long.”
“Go ahead and enjoy the scenery.”
Han Xiao stretched his neck to relieve some of the fatigue as a
result of the
pursuit.
The flames eventually diminished. Antonio and Han Xiao

cautiously
approached the scene of explosion. A pungent stench, created by

the
mixture of smells from burning bodies and toxic gas, blew toward

them.
Crap. I forgot that there is some toxic gas remaining!
Han Xiao was dumbfounded as he watched his HP drop on the
Interface.
He had no choice but to retreat the place, and he could only go

back to
sweep the battlefield after the toxic gas dispersed.
“Ugh…” A faint moan was heard on the battlefield. It came from

Code 3,
who was already half-dead. His four limbs had been shattered in

the
explosion, and his body was covered in red and dark burn marks.
He raised
his head laboriously and leveled Han Xiao a deadly gaze.
“You… Why….”
Han Xiao gave him a glance and used his Berserk Eagle to silence
him



before he could even finish his sentence.
Good guys could win battles with their words, and bad guys

would always
lose and die because they talked too much. There were countless
similar
lessons in the past. Han Xiao had wanted to try and talk to Code 3,
but he
believed that he did not belong to the good-guy category, so he

had killed
Code 3 without saying a word.
This kill has given me quite a lot of EXP. Code 3… what kind of

lousy
name is that?
Han Xiao looked at his interface while insulting the enemy’s
name.
Hold on. There seems to be an enemy missing from my kill

history.
Han Xiao’s eyes flashed and immediately surveyed his
surroundings. He
suddenly fired at the ground twenty meters away.
Fwoosh.
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A shadow jumped out from beneath the sand—Ghostly Fox. She
dashed
rapidly and stabbed her dagger swiftly toward the nearest person,
Antonio.
Her Pugilist training had taught her simple ground tunneling
techniques.
She had escaped the devastating explosion by tunneling into the
sand the
instant before the explosion. She had intended to continue hiding

until all
the enemies were gone, but since she had been spotted by Han



Xiao, she
had to fight for her life.
Sunlight was reflected off the surface of the dagger, emitting an

icy glare.
Antonio’s eyes narrowed, and he slammed his massive arms

rapidly toward
Ghostly Fox. His palms were almost as large as those of bears.
Ghostly Fox ducked as her petite build allowed her to do so easily.
She
circled to the back of Antonio and stabbed her dagger toward his
heart.
Suddenly, a dark shadow zoomed in before her eyes, and a

bear-like palm
followed and grabbed her head. The palm was so large that it

almost
wrapped around her entire skull.
Antonio threw her more than ten meters away as if he was
shot-putting. The
sheer amount of force created wave-like tracks around her on the

ground.
She was badly injured from the throw. However, she gritted her

teeth hard
and dived toward Antonio again. With Han Xiao watching on the

side, she
would be sniped down if she attempted to run away. She had no

choice but
to continue the fight.
Poomb. Poomb. Poomb.
Antonio was about to strike back when Han Xiao fired a few
rounds with
his double pistols, which turned her into a sieve.
[You killed Ghostly Fox (LV29). You have gained 9,400 EXP.]
Eh. Her level was quite high. Why was she so weak? Han Xiao



looked at
the battle info and realized the reason: Ghostly Fox’s main job

was only
Lv.8, and the rest of her levels were in her secondary jobs, which
were
mostly useless.
“You should have given me the opportunity to exercise my rusty
body,”
Antonio groused.
“The body is still warm. You can use it for some exercise.” Han

Xiao
nonchalantly picked his nose.
“You really are a jerk.”
Once the toxic gas dispersed, Han Xiao stepped into the explosion

site to
retrieve his EMP Disruptor.
Han Xiao had been unaware that Code 3 knew his whereabouts,
but he was
used to making multiple plans at once. He had planted not just

one but four
traps that night, each on a different position of the road that he

was circling.
Unless the enemy did not pursue him, they would have fallen into
at least
one of the traps.
As long as you dare chase me, I will eventually kill you.
Visit for a better_user experience
After collecting his EMP Disruptor, Han Xiao started scavenging

loot from
the bodies. He found a substantial number of firearms and

ammunition,
which could be sold for a handsome amount of money. However,
his



greatest loot was the modified battle vehicle—Thorns. He would
be able to
use it after he fixed its internal electronic components.
Next, it is time to borrow some help.
…
“Ghostly Fox lost contact‽”
They had three assassins ambushing and better intelligence, yet
they fell
into the enemy’s trap!
Luo was heavy-hearted. She had just lost two teams and the

modified battle
vehicle, Thorns. Now, the base was void of any defense, which
was another
huge loss.
She contacted her secret sponsor again and explained the
situation.
“You guys retreat first,” the person said slowly over the phone.
“… Understood.”
After hanging up the phone, Luo immediately organized her

troops to load
all the valuable assets onto vehicles in preparation of discarding
the base
and retreating temporarily. It was not the first time Rose Militant

had faced
a crisis of this magnitude. All they needed to do was seek shelter

somewhere else for a few days before their secret sponsor sent
down more
personnel. They would gain a firm foothold again by then.
However, only half of the assets were loaded up when a blaring

alarm was
heard all over the base.
“Enemy attack!”
The sentry was shouting as loud as she could. Luo was astounded.
She



quickly climbed up the sentry post and looked far ahead, and that
was when
he saw a wave of sand inching closer. It was a motorcade of the

Coutons
approaching menacingly.
“Damn it. They are here too soon!”
Rose Militant had suffered great losses, so they were bound to fall
prey to
other powerful factions at this opportune time, and the Coutons

were the
prime candidate. The primary purpose of discarding the base was

to avoid
the hostility from other factions. However, the Coutons came too

quickly.
Someone must had had tipped them off.
This_content is taken from
Luo was enraged. Those Coutonian mercenaries were attacking

the base
from the frontline. If they were to brashly attempt to escape with

their
vehicles, it would surely become a battle in pursuit, which would

make it all
the more dangerous for them.
They were in a dilemma!
“Commander, what should we do now?”
“Let’s strike back. Strike them hard!” Luo said unyieldingly.
The militants dropped the supplies in their hand and quickly got
back into
their defense positions. They began bombarding the Coutonian

motorcade
with machine guns and grenade launchers. However, the
mercenaries were
undeterred and struck back.
One could only see rounds flying back and forth between the two



sides,
forming a curtain of death.
Countless cartridges fell into the yellow sand, and the grenades

left
numerous darkened sand craters on the ground, making the place

resemble
the surface of the Moon. Rose Militant had excellent defenses in

the base;
they shouldered the attack even with insufficient manpower.
Behind the four walls of the base, Luo was seen commanding the

militants
tirelessly. Su Li walked over and whispered into her ears, “Due to
insufficient manpower, one-quarter of our defense system is

unmanned.
Furthermore, as we are walled inside the base, we will face
serious danger
if other factions decide to butt in.”
As soon as she finished her sentence, a roaring engine sound was

heard
from a distance. Luo and Su Li’s hearts both jolted. They
recognized that
distinct engine hum.
On the other side of the battlefield, Han Xiao was driving the

ferocious
Thorns. The car jumped down from the sand-hill like a fearsome

tiger,
drawing a parabolic path on the sky. The repaired exterior

reflected a
glaring beam of sunlight, and the vehicle’s tires sped furiously.
The vehicle smashed onto the ground, splashing heaps of sand to

the side
before it charged furious toward the base. It was unstoppable.
Don’t the Thorns only belong to Rose Militant?



Couton’s eyes narrowed, and he quickly ordered his subordinates

to pull
back their positions. He thought that the Thorns operator was
from the
enemy side, and he was well aware of the firepower of the vehicle.
Thus, he
wanted to prepare his defense before the enemy was able to
destroy them
from their flanks.
He did not know that Rose Militant was even more anxious than
him. They
were even clearer about the real firing capability of Thorns.
“Quickly stop him. We cannot let Thorns near the base!” Su Li

screamed.
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Luo was wailing in her heart. Thorns used to be their trump card,
and now,
it had been taken and was being used against them. What a

despicable act!
It was like having your girl snatched by another guy, and he still

dared to
bring your girl… ex-girlfriend… to show off in front of you. How
could
anyone endure such humiliation?
Luo could never tolerate such an act. She hated the killer so much

that she
wished that she could grind him into sand!
Chapter 98: Secret Passageway
All the machine guns and grenade launchers in the base were
immediately
adjusted to face the fast-approaching Thorns.
Upon seeing their reaction, Couton knew that Thorns was an ally

right



away. He then shouted, “All vehicles on the flank, make a path

for the
unexpected guest!”
The Coutonian motorcade changed its formation, emptying a

path on its
flank that led directly to the front gate of the base, which allowed

Thorns to
conveniently charge forward.
Han Xiao was alone in Thorns. After they killed Ghostly Fox’s

team, they
had gone back and repaired Thorns at the Farian base. This time,
he came
alone. Other factions in the Somar Desert would not allow such a

great
opportunity to pass. The main fighting force of Rose Militant had

been
wiped out. Han Xiao passed this piece of information to them. It
gave him
the ability to fish in the troubled waters.
The grenade launchers, heavy machine guns, and small-scale
missile
launchers had to be controlled manually using the aiming system
beside the
speedometer. An automated firepower control system was not

installed in
the vehicle.
There were many incoming rounds. Han Xiao managed to escape

some, and
the armored exterior absorbed the impact of the rest. He then
aimed one of
the cannons at the wall of the base and fired. As the vehicle
vibrated
violently, a few small-scale missiles and grenade explosives

blasted



promptly on the wall, triggering a glaring flame.
The canon exploded into thousand pieces, lingering in the air.
Inside the base, Luo was livid. She had a hunch that they would

not be able
to guard the base. She called in Su Li and gave her an orderly

softly. “We

will give up the base and evacuate using the secret passageway.
Bring five
people with us.”
Su Li nodded her head, agreeing with the plan.
The mercenaries left guarding the base would be the sacrificial
lambs while
they quietly evacuated the base using the passageway. As long as
they
survived, they could get as many mercenaries as they wanted

from their
secret sponsor.
The Rose Militant mercenaries who were defending against the
incoming
attack did not know that they had been abandoned. They were

still
operating the canons assiduously to defend again the Coutonians
and
Thorns. The blasting sounds of canons filled their ears; smoke and

flames
engulfed their sight. They could not hear a word from one

another.
Everyone was fighting as if they were the only reef there against
the ocean
wave, fighting a lone battle.
Hoooomm…
After more than ten rocket rounds were fired at the scarred metal
gate, it
finally gave in and blew up. The gate was open!



“Charge!” Couton was overjoyed.
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The motorcade entered in a single file. Following which, the
Coutonians,
equipped with automatic rifles, swept through the entire base.
The
mercenaries from Rose Militant could not set up an effective
counterattack
the moment the enemies charged into the base. They were shot

into sieves
when they tried to escape from the canon emplacements.
Han Xiao drove Thorns in. He took out his two Berserk Eagles and
acted
independently. The Coutonians gave him a glance him but did not

hold him
back.
Han Xiao’s movement was as swift as could be, his black
windbreaker
flying like a cape. He was like a dark specter scouring the

battlefield. Soon,
he finished searching the entire base. In the process, he
encountered two
mercenaries from Rose Militant, who he pre-emptively shot in the

head.
One of them was rather beautiful—she would have turned many
heads if
she wore a bikini and walked on the beach. Han Xiao secretly

regretted his
decision to shoot her in the head.
After a round of searching, Han Xiao did not spot the leader of

Rose
Militant. His brows knitted as he knew the whole situation was

not so



simple.
There must be a secret passageway.
Wars were daily affairs in the Somar Desert. It would not be

surprising if
the Rose Militant kept a secret passageway for their evacuation.
Han Xiao soon discovered their tracks. Luo and her gang had left

in a hurry;
thus, they had left some footprints behind. He followed the trail

of the
footsteps and entered a hidden cellar beneath the ground. The
cellar was
dark and filled with a moist, humid smell.
A secret underground river?
Han Xiao ignited a fire pack before he threw it down. The depth
was about
five meters. He ensured that it was safe before he jumped down.
Beneath the base was a rocky mountain, and the cellar was

actually a path
dug within it. Like the passageway in a regularly mine, the walls
of the path
were held up by wooden frames. It was completely dark at the

front of the
path as there was not a single source of light. There were clear
footprints in
the soil.
Han Xiao raised his hand to feel the rocky walls, and he felt a

patch of
moisture. He suspected that there might be a secret underground

river
nearby.
The situation of the path ahead was uncertain. Han Xiao

pondered for a
moment. He then took out his spider detector and laid it on the



floor. The
Heroal spider stood at attention like a soldier awaiting orders as
Han
Xiao started controlling it with his tablet.
I will call you Spider No.1.
After coming up with an amazing name as usual, Han Xiao

quickly
controlled Spider No.1 to move further into the path. The vision
of its
camera was shown on the tablet—Spider No.1 was equipped with

a nightvision camera.
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After moving for a while, Spider No.1 suddenly ran into a rocky

wall; it had
reached the end of the path.
As the path was clear of danger, Han Xiao took out his torchlight

and
walked briskly to the end of the passageway. Unsurprisingly, he
spotted a
secret door on the ceiling. Heaps of sand fell as he opened the

door.
Han Xiao stuck his head out of the opening, and he looked out of

the cellar
—it was a slanted cave. Sunlight was shining in through the

opening of the
cave along the slope, and the ground was covered in tire tracks.
Han Xiao swiftly moved out of the cave, and his view suddenly

brightened.
The place was a complex of weathered rocks. The silhouette of
the base
could be seen from a distance. A vehicles’ tracks had been left in

the desert,
heading away from the base.



The remaining members of Rose Militant escaped using the
vehicle. I’d
better chase them quickly.
Han Xiao retrieved Spider No.1 and went back to the base hastily.
He
prepared to chase them using Thorns.
The Coutonians had eradicated Rose Militant’s presence within
the base.
They were now unloading all the supplies to take them away.
They slowed
down their movement and focused all their attention on Han Xiao
as he
walked out. They were looking at him warily. Han Xiao’s heart

sank.
Couton brought a bunch of mercenaries and surrounded Thorns.
Han Xiao
touched his gun in secret before he walked over to them and said,
“Move
away.”
“Who are you?” Couton looked Han Xiao up and down, thinking
about
something.
“Not important. Please get away from my car.”
“Your car?”
Couton glanced at Thorns before a wicked smile appeared on his
face. He
gave his men a signal, and they quietly surrounded Han Xiao,
ready to draw
out their guns anytime.
“Are you sure this is your car?” Couton stared at Han Xiao and

chuckled.
He was clearly threatening Han Xiao.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.



If Han Xiao’s answer was not to his liking, he would have his

whole gang of
men beat him up.
Phew.
Han Xiao attacked without saying a word. He swiftly dashed

three meters
forward, and his Berserk Eagles were already pointing at

Couton’s forehead,
like an unsheathed sword. His movement was as fast as that of a

fox, and
his gun moved rapidly like lightning.
“That was too fast!” The surrounding mercenaries were shocked.
They then
hurriedly raised their guns and aimed at Han Xiao. Han Xiao’s

sudden
specter-like movement made them extremely nervous.
Furthermore, their
boss’s head was right against Han Xiao’s pistol, so they did not

dare fire at
him. They were in a deadlock.
Although there was a gun to his forehead, Couton was

surprisingly calm
and unafraid—he had always been living his life on edge.
“If you want to threaten me to disarm my men, you can save

yourself the
effort.” He smiled coldly.
“You know who I am. Your master would not want his people to

fight
against each other,” Han Xiao replied calmly. He seemed

oblivious to all the
guns pointing directly at him.
Couton’s expression turned gloomy. He frowned and pondered

for nearly



one minute, the tension on the ground increasing all the while,
before he
suddenly waved his arms to ask his men to drop their guns down.
He gave a
half-hearted smile and said, “It seems like it is really your car.”
Han Xiao held his Berserk Eagle up and remained unmoved.
Couton moved sideways to open a path for Han Xiao.
Only then did Han Xiao start moving. He brushed past Couton

before going
up to the Thorns and saying in a hostile manner, “Good try.”
He then stepped on the accelerator and drove away.
The smile on Couton’s face disappeared as he watched the car
vanish in the
distance. He turned around and realized that his men were all

watching him.
“What are you guys looking at‽ Hurry up and carry the items
away,” he

shouted snappily.
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Although he was eyeing Thorns, he did not want to bear the

possibility of
infuriating his master. Couton reckoned that Han Xiao was an

assassin hired
by his master, so he was on his side. Thus, after Han Xiao pointed

this fact
out, he could no longer provoke him. If he messed up his master’s

plan, he
would suffer dire consequences.
Furthermore, Han Xiao was an assassin that he did not know

enough
background information about. So, after some consideration, he
decided to
control his greed and made peace with Han Xiao.



Chapter 99: Felonia
The vehicle tracks left behind on the vast desert by Luo and her
gang were
like creases on a piece of white paper—they were as conspicuous
as could
be. Han Xiao followed the tracks without stopping.
His position was continuously shown on the radar coordinates in
order for
him remain on course in the boundless desert. He was now
heading toward
the outer edge of the Somar Desert. It was indicated on the

weather
calendar data that a sandstorm had just occurred in this place.
The plain and unchanging sight of the desert was making Han
Xiao feel
mentally tired. After half an hour of pursuit, a roving jeep

suddenly
appeared in the distance.
I am finally catching up! Han Xiao’s psyche was rejuvenated

instantly.
Just as Han Xiao spotted the jeep, the members of the Rose

Militant on the
jeep also caught sight of Han Xiao.
“It’s Thorns!” Su Li cried out.
Luo’s face tensed up before she anxiously surveyed the
surrounding and
realized that the pursuing force consisted of only a single vehicle.
She was
immediately incensed.
How dare you pursue us alone? Do you really think we are this

easy to
defeat‽
“Make a u-turn…”

Hooommm…
Thorns was firing at its maximum firepower—grenades and



missiles were
chasing and bombing after Luo’s vehicle.
Luo was intimidated. “Cough. Cough. Let’s run until he finishes

his
ammunition!”
She was slightly embarrassed.
The two vehicles were in a high-speed pursuit as they drove past

sand dune
after sand dune, scorched sand marking the course of their chase.
…
Raggedly-dressed pilgrims were seen gruelingly trekking through

the
desert. The leader of the group, an elderly pilgrim, was panting
intensively,
and his clothes were drenched in his sweat. He unloaded a water

bottle from
the packhorse and gulped one sip with his trembling hand, but
somehow, he
could not relieve his exhaustion and thirst.
The elderly pilgrim turned around and glanced at the
group—everyone else
was in low spirits. He then thought back to the times when he

was younger.
There had once been tens of thousands of compatriots who
escaped from
the same conquered country and embarked on this journey
together.
However, after years of hardships, there were only two dozen

people left.
Some people had died on the journey, and some had given up half

way
through. This small group of people were the last pilgrims.
At times, the elderly pilgrim could not help but become skeptical



about the
existence of Felonia. However, if he gave up, it would render his

years of
perseverance meaningless.
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An engine sound was heard from a distance—Han Xiao and Rose
Militant’s
cars appeared in their view, and mounds of sands thrown into the

air by the
vehicles.
The pilgrims were not at all shocked as such a scene was
commonplace on
this desert. As soon as they confirmed that the violent vehicles

were not
moving toward them, they released their worry. They stood at

their position
and waited for the two vehicles to leave.
At this point in time, a small-scale missile flew in the sky and

landed on
then sand.
Suddenly, something unexpected happened!
The ground vibrated abruptly, and sand fell downwards at the

position
where the missile exploded. As more sand fell downward, a
pitch-black
hole appeared in front of everyone. The hole expanded
continuously, like a
gigantic mouth being opened!
The appearance of the running sand implied that there was a
huge, empty

space beneath this desert!
…



You discovered a hidden location [Felonia – 08]. You received

1,000
Exploration EXP.
Bounty Hunter (Rose Militant)] Hidden requirement completed.
——————————————————————
Eh? Han Xiao was so surprised that he almost overturned his car.
What the hell?
I completed the mission by accident. Am I that lucky‽

But how can I use my luck on this kind place? This is such a waste!
The sand hole was still expanding. Han Xiao reasoned that the

sandstorm
that had happened a few days ago must have changed the
structure of the
sand layers in this area. Following which, his explosions triggered
a chain
reaction that resulted in this opening.
Although he was very curious about what Felonia was exactly, his
hunt for
Rose Militant was more important at this juncture.
After he left the coordinates of this place on his radar, he
continued to chase
after Rose Militant.
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The two vehicles soon drove into the distance.
The elderly pilgrim’s hands were trembling relentlessly. With a

look of
exhilaration, he called out to his peers who were stunned behind

him.
“This… this must be Felonia. We have to go there quickly!”
The pilgrims were enlivened. They rushed toward the hole in the

ground
anxiously.
“Felonia’s treasures… Felonia’s treasures…” the elderly pilgrim



could not
stop mumbling to himself. Tears trailed down his cheeks as he

believed that
he was finally getting rewarded for all those years of
determination and
perseverance.
…
After a few kilometers of pursuit, Thorns eventually ran out of

ammunition,
an inevitability no matter how strong its firepower was. Yet, Han
Xiao
sighed in relief. He was glad that this straining pursuit battle was

finally
coming to an end.
This bunch of sissies should stop any minute now. If they don’t

even stop
running and strike back, they must be really cowardly.
“This guy finally finished his rounds!”
Su Li was the first person who spotted Thorns’ abnormal situation.
She was
the creator of Thorns.
Luo was immediately relieved. She then said ruthlessly, “Turn
around!”
The two vehicles were four hundred meters apart. Han Xiao

already
stopped his vehicle.When he saw the jeep turn around decisively,
he gave a
sly smiled and started point firing with his sniper rifle.
A distance of four hundred meters allowed him eight to ten shots.
It took him four spindle bullets to shatter the bullet-proof
window. The fifth
shot flew directly at the driver.
Luo, sitting on the front passenger seat, suddenly raised her hand



and
shielded the driver. The bullet, as if it had hit an invincible wall,
generated a
wave of reflective white light before it was squashed into a metal
cake by
the deflecting force and was left levitating in the air.
An Esper with forcefield type ability. Han Xiao narrowed his eyes

as he felt
that the situation had become more difficult to handle.
Espers had all kinds of abilities, but some of them would awaken

with
similar or even the same abilities. Forcefield was a major type of

ability for
Espers. Other common types included molecular control,
strengthened
body, and transfiguration.
The forcefield-related abilities included remote manipulation of

objects,
invincible walls, and invincible strikes. It was the natural counter
to gunfighting abilities.
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As he finished his thought, Han Xiao quickly stuffed Hayme

bullets into his
gun and fired again. Luo deflected the bullet again with her

forcefield.
However, as the bullet was being compressed, it released a light

green
poisonous gas. Everyone in the vehicle was instantly poisoned.
They started
feeling dizzy, their chests tightened, and their HP dropped

continually.
From the battle data, Han Xiao knew that Luo was the same level

as him—



level 30—so she had not mastered the skill to manipulate gases.
Han Xiao then fired a high-explosive bullet, which ignited the

interior of
the jeep. However, the fire was quickly put out by fire

extinguishers. The
vehicle was chiefly used for evacuation, so it was equipped with

fire
extinguishers to prevent fires from breaking out.
Han Xiao had no choice but to discard his initial plan to force his
enemy to
abandon their vehicle. Yet, he showed no signs of being

discouraged. He
fired two Hayme bullets again, and now, the jeep was engulfed by
concentrated green poisonous gas as if the vehicle was consumed
by a
plague.
After these few rounds of fire, the distance from the enemy was

only
hundred meters.
Han Xiao put aside his sniper rifle and stomped hard on the
accelerator. He
was fearlessly trying to collide with the jeep head-on!
Su Li expression changed, and she anxiously instructed the driver,
“Quickly
dodge. The armored exterior on Thorns is extremely thick. We

cannot best
it.”
The driver quickly turned the steering wheel upon hearing the
instruction
and wanted to brush past Thorns. Upon seeing this, Han Xiao

turned his
vehicle in the same direction, but he was too slow; he only
brushed past the
rear of the jeep. He wanted to ruin the enemy’s jeep by smashing



into it. If
he had succeeded, he could then have used Thorns to hit the

enemy and run.
However, Rose Militant reacted too quickly and dodged the

attack.
Luo just realized that even when Thorns ran out of ammunition, it
was not a
vehicle to be reckoned with easily. She had no choice but to

suppress the
anger in her heart. “Never mind. Let’s not be badgered by him.”
The jeep turned around and drove for tens of meters before Luo
realized
that Thorns did not chase them. As she believed, for a moment,
that Han
Xiao had given up, she heaved a sigh of relief. She then gnashed

his teeth in
anger.
I will let you go for now. Your time will come once our backup is

here!
Just as she finished this thought, an invisible wave travelled from

Thorns in
a circular motion. Their jeep suddenly lost all its power, and the

vehicle
skidded a few dozen meters due to the remaining momentum
before ground
to a halt, paralyzed. The people in the vehicle were all thrown out
of their
seats.
In the backseat of Thorns, Han Xiao had started his EMP

Disruptor,
meaning that Thorns had also lost its power.
Han Xiao sighed. That was the last resort to prevent the enemy

from



running away, which he did not intend to use, but he realized
that Luo did
not have the guts to stay and battle it out. Thus, he had been

forced to resort
to such a mutually-destructive method. Even if he attempted to

fix Thorns,
it would take him more than ten minutes.
Next, it would be human versus human!
“EMP Wave! The car is wrecked!” Luo was dumbfounded. After
being
repeatedly plotted against, she could no longer contain her rage.
She walked
out of jeep and started the forcefield under her feet, which
allowed her to
move a few meters with a single step. She charged toward Han

Xiao rapidly
like an incoming missile, and the forcefield around her was rather
erratic.
“Are you so eager to die‽”
Before Luo even reached Han Xiao, her ravings thundered in Han

Xiao’s
ears.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
Chapter 100: Battle
Han Xiao turned around and started to fall back. He repeatedly
fired Hayme
bullets at Luo in an attempt to lure her closer.
Luo raised her hands and started pushing to release an energy
shield in front
of her body. The bullets were blocked by the shield, and as they

collided
with the shield, there were beams of white light.
Superhumans of the ‘Fortified Type’ possessed the innate ability
to counter



the powers of a sniper. However, the poisonous gases emitted by

the Hayme
bullets were depleting Luo’s HP. Furthermore, the impact from

the
collisions onto the energy shield also impacted Luo’s body and
decreased
her health. However, the impact was relatively low after a

reduction of
95$.
Luo could sense the fury building up in her body. The killer in her
was
overflowing like water from a fountain.
After Han Xiao fired the thirteenth shot, Luo moved closer toward

him. The
shots fired along the way managed to reduce Luo’s HP by 100
points.
If the superhumans did not possess the special defensive powers,
they
would have been very brittle to the attacks. The force that Luo
possessed
granted her the ability to both attack and defend. However, when
challenging hardy magnetically-controlled retractable armor,
Luo’s body
would be wrecked from the battle.
Once they started fighting, Luo realized the weakness of her

physical body.
Han Xiao suddenly drew out his retractable machete. He held the

blade in
his right hand and wielded the Heroal arm in his left hand. He
was
unafraid of fighting Luo head-on. Luo focused on using all her

strength to
smash Han Xiao’s head; however, she realized that Han Xiao was



clad in a
think metallic armor.
At that instant, Han Xiao’s retractable armor extended to up to

his head,
protecting his face and skull. Han Xiao moved his head back

slightly, and
with the help of the armor, he managed to withstand the shock

from Luo’s
strike. Han Xiao used his machete and Heroal arm to

continuously
penetrate the energy shield of Luo. The battle was fierce, and
white sparks
were emitted with each contact made.
Pan Kuang, who was Level 40, had problems defeating Han Xiao

in closerange combat; therefore, Luo’s close combat powers were

not much of a
concern for Han Xiao.
Instead, the abilities she possessed as a ‘Fortified Type’

superhuman were
greater threats to Han Xiao. Luo was able strike suddenly at the

target from
almost all angles, and therefore, her attacks often disrupted the

flow of Han
Xiao’s attack.
“Force push!”
Han Xiao could feel an invisible impact to his knees.
Luo made use of the opportunity to pull backward and created
more space.
She could feel tightness in her chest, as if her lungs were being
scorched.
The high-intensity combat had taken its toll on her body. Her
stamina was
running low. Superhuman abilities often required the use of huge



amounts
of energy. In order to replenish her energy, Luo exhausted her

stamina. She
was deeply fatigued and looked at Han Xiao in disbelief and
shock.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
How on earth is this sniper so powerful? He can fight better than

pugilists!
Tu tu tu!
The last few remnants of Rose Militant finally were finally
approaching
Han Xiao. They immediately concentrated all their firepower on

him. To
retaliate, Han Xiao fired his Berserk Eagles wildly, and the

militants bled
uncontrollably as they collapsed to the ground.
Su Li was the only one that managed to dodge Han Xiao’s attacks.
She was
nimble and swift. She had the swag of a pugilist. She was wearing
a pair of
special gloves. There were a couple of circuits on the gloves, and
the gloves
emitted blue light. Han Xiao sensed impending danger.
Heroal pugilist!
Su Li was approaching at high speed. Her hand pushed toward

Han Xiao. It
seemed like her push was weak and flimsy, but Han Xiao focused

his
attention and managed to recognize the gloves Su Li was wearing.
The level
of threat of Su Li increased, and Han Xiao quickly rotated his

body to
dodge Su Li’s attack. It was unwise to fight Su Li head-on. Han



Xiao
decided to use the firepower of his pistols to suppress Su Li.
However, Luo
came toward and managed to repel the bullets with her energy
shield.
The three were engaged in an intense battle. The pair of gloves
that Su Li
was wearing managed to suppress Han Xiao’s power. Han Xiao

was at a
loss how to counter them. The two ladies realized that and made

use of the
opportunity to gain the upper hand in the battle. The situation
gradually
turned disadvantageous for Han Xiao.
If I don’t make some sacrifices, it will be almost impossible for me

to kill
both of them.
With a look of determination of his face, Han Xiao approached Su

Li
suddenly and pressed his body had on her gloves. The sudden
collision
shocked Su Li. The gloves were touching Han Xiao’s armor. An
uncontrollable current was flowing through the scorching hot
armor!
The endurance of the armor depleted exponentially. It reduced by
almost
100 points. In fact, it was the first time the endurance of the

armor had
faced such a huge reduction!
Han Xiao felt a burn to his chest. The high temperature exceeded

the
threshold of the armor, and the heat scorched his body. Han Xiao

had no
time to look at the new messages that were flashing on the



interface. He
employed the wind-slicing slash and stabbed the machete hard

into Su Li
chest. An eye for an eye!
Su Li’s eyes expanded in astonishment. Han Xiao pressed the

Berserk
Eagles to her forehead and started firing hysterically. A Hero

without
any form of armor was very vulnerable.
Boom boom boom!
“Kill the enemy!” Luo yelled in anger and attacked Han Xiao

back while he
was busy taking of Su Li.
Foll_ow current_novel on
There was a sharp pain in Han Xiao’s spine. He could feel his

back
shattering. Han Xiao endured the pain and glided forward. He
turned
around and fired the last of the remaining bullets. Han Xiao

focused his
attention on Luo’s legs.
Luo used too much of her stamina in her ambush on Han Xiao.
She forced
her last bit of energy, but she no longer had the energy maintain

the energy
shield that protected her from the bullets. A bullet penetrated her

knee.
There was a change in the Luo’s expressions. She understood the

fact that
she was facing a sniper, and the reduction in her mobility would

lead to
fatal consequences. In her state of panic, she wanted to use all her
energy



and deliver one final blow to Han Xiao.
She was attempting to paralyze Han Xiao’s movement by blowing
up his
legs!
Once Han Xiao succeeded in his attacks, he quickly pulled away

from the
two of them. As the energy shield collapsed, it created an

explosion that
resulted in a huge crater at his original position!
Luo’s heart sank. Her legs went limp, and now she really was

reduced to
sitting duck for Han Xiao’s attacks. Han Xiao fired his shots from

afar, and
all she could to was forcefully repel the bullets. Her energy was

on the
verge of depleting completely, and desperation filled her heart.
Sh*t! I’m done!
Boom! Boom! Boom!
Han Xiao, who had retreated quite some distance, fired his rifle

on a stable
platform and expended all of Luo’s energy. Finally, a bullet
pierced through
her head. She collapsed with fury and unwillingness in her eyes.

You killed Luo (LVL 30).
You gained 12,000 EXP.
�ʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵʵ
Han Xiao heaved a sigh of relief. He could finally relax his senses.
He did
not have time whine about the pain from his burns. He
immediately moved
toward Su Li’s body and retrieved the pair of black gloves form



her hands.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.

You have gained two [Thermo-electrical Incisor Gloves].
——————————————————————
The functioning of the gloves was based the theory of [Basic
Thermodynamics], which Han Xiao had not yet mastered. There
was a
‘micro electricity to heat transformer’ embedded within the
gloves. The
power source of the gloves was a high voltage battery since the
gloves
needed a huge amount of electricity to be powered. The gloves
had
immense power and was able to deal multiplied damage to metals.
Han Xiao held onto the gloves for his own use in the future.
Speaking of
that, Su Li was his first enemy from the Hero class. It was also the
first
time he had revealed his gear to his Hero counterparts.
Heroal Pugilists made use of one type or a few types of
close-combat

machinery. They were able to add special effects and abilities to

their
machines. From the fighting style of Su Li, Han Xiao could infer

that she
was a Heroal pugilist of a lower level that relied solely on the
performance of her equipment.
Some Heroal pugilists also possessed weapons that had special
abilities
themselves. Once they met the prerequisites, they were able to

activate the
use of such weapons. Out of the four machine blueprints that Old

Man Lu



had created, one of the blueprints created a machine that had

innate
abilities.
With the mission finally complete, it was time to return and

collect his
rewards.
The image of Felonia suddenly flashed in Han Xiao’s mind, and
he decided
to take a closer look at Felonia before returning. Han Xiao

switched off the
EMP interference machine. He did a rough check of the broken

components
of his vehicle and estimated that the repairs would take him
fifteen minutes.
He started the repair job immediately.
There was a bunch of wanderers near Felonia just now. I wonder
how
they’re doing, Han Xiao thought to himself.
…
Half an hour ago…
The entrance to Felonia was a crack in the cliff. The pilgrims

scaled the cliff
and managed to reach the crack. It was pitch dark in the crack,
but it
seemed like the crack had a passageway that lead somewhere.
A young pilgrim switched on his torch and shined the light into
the alley.
The scene before their eyes shocked all of them. Their mouths

collapsed in
disbelief, and all of them were dumbfounded.
For more_novel, visit
“This… this is…”
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